Accurately monitor who’s
on or off-site with Optimised
Visitor Management
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Are there employees and
service providers working
at risk in your duty of care?
Whether you work in an office, a manufacturing plant, a large
construction site or even the open road, integrating your
Optimised Visitor Management system (OVM) with WolMobile
you’ll be able to instantly communicate crucial safety
notices with everyone onsite, know who’s working alone or
at risk, and have the confidence you can locate everyone
quickly and efficiently in the event of an emergency.
Automatic, location-based sign in
It’s quick and easy to set up a geofence
around your location in OVM with our
drag and drop tool. Once configured,
any WolMobile app users who cross the
geofence will be automatically signed
in, or signed out as they leave. Bluetooth
beacons make auto sign in/out even
more accurate for built up locations.
Quick and easy communication
Share instant messages with everyone
on-site to alert employees, visitors
and service providers to hazards
and important notices. These could
be to alert everyone on-site that
you have an intruder in reception,
damage in a stairwell or spillage on the
factory floor - the options are endless.
Instant messages can be sent via SMS,
push notification or email. Separate
acknowledgment notices can be set
to ensure everyone has received
and read important notices when
they sign in/out.

Always have visibility
WolMobile is backed with extensive
reporting to ensure you always have
visibility of employee, visitor and
contractor movements within your
organisation. Through reporting,
you’ll be able to gain valuable
insights and locate a person if an
SOS alert was activated. Reporting
isn’t just about who’s on and off-site
- you can also report on who has or
hasn’t acknowledged a notice or the
geolocation of those in your duty of care.

Managing on-site access
Need employees or service providers
to sign in at the kiosk or Sign In/Out
Manager but still want to access other
great WolMobile features? No problem.
Employees and service providers can
sign in using a unique QR code saved
in their WolMobile app to speed up the
sign in process at the kiosk - a great
option for contractors and visitors
if you don’t want to print badges.
Those with the app can then also
receive instant messages.

Location tracking with Follow Me
Keep those on-site or working remotely
safe using Follow Me to track their location.
Follow Me can be used in a number of
ways depending on your organization’s
needs; send a geolocation update,
follow continuously on-site, or follow
continuously between sites.This feature
helps you to account for everyone in the
event of an evacuation, and to check in
on the movements of those working
in high risk areas. Once an employee is
off-site, tracking ends.

Managing and monitoring remote
and high risk workers
Take the complexity out of managing
and monitoring employees or service
providers working remotely or in at risk
situations. Using WolMobile they can log
their hours and update their geolocation.
This allows nominated safety contacts
within your organisation to track their
location and ensure employees and
service providers are always safe.
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WolMobile is a native
app built for iOS and
Android and can be
added as a widget
to your smartphone for
quick and easy sign in.

Emergency SOS alerts
Employees, visitors and contractors
can activate an SOS alert when they
need immediate assistance. SOS
responders are alerted in real-time with
the information needed to provide help
as quickly as possible. This includes who
triggered the alert, their mobile number,
location, date and time of the alert.

Know what’s happening on-site
As a key function in the safety and security
of your location, those employees who’s
role it is to manage the safety others can
receive alerts to be notified of events
happening on site. e.g. a Facility Manager
with the Safety Operator role type can
receive alerts whenever a contractor
signs in with WolMobile, allowing them
to meet and greet and talk through
job details. Alerts can also be set up to
alert Safety Operators when a Service
Provider attempts to sign in and has an
expired induction or insurances.
Safety Operators will also receive
alerts (if necessary) detailing those
who require evacuation assistance

Welcome to Complete I.T.
Our mission is to help our customers
create their own workplace of the future.
Our passion is to get to the heart and goals of our customers’ businesses and people.
Our products and services will continue to evolve, keeping pace with a rapidly changing world and workplace.
We are committed to meeting and exceeding your needs, now and into the future.
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and watch our videos on
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